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VERIZON PAPER ON 22nd APRIL 

Hi Gyes i am balakrishnan V.R.S.College of engg,
I was attended the verizon interview on 22.i am waiting for result.dont fear about verizon fully easy
questions.you dont want preparfe for written test.but you must prepare for the C& Data structure
section.

There are 4 sections written test:
1.VERBAL ABILITY                      20QUESTIONS                15MINS
2.ANALYTICAL ABILITY             25QUESTIONS                 30MINS
3.ATTENTION DETAIL                 20QUESTIONS                 20MINS
4.C AND DATASTRUCTURES     10QUESTIONS                 15MINS

From verbal ability
Q1-10 based on Articles and Preposition.it completely easy one.for this part you preapre any
grammer book.they ask multiple article and preposition in a single question.easily you can fill within
5 minutes.
Q 11-20 gave one passage and from that passage they ask question its mainly on technical like
database.here they give 2 passage each having 5 question.
for me first passage from database and second from framework like java and j2ee.how to choose
the framewor?like this they gave.so you can esily write this section within 15 minutes.

From Analytical ability:
In this section also easy one but time management is very important you must have fast skill for
solving apptitude first three question from venn diagram.for me they ask like this.

In film criticis process 62 people seeing US based film,75 people seeing Indians film,86 people
seeing chinese film,45 peoples seeing both US and indians film,34 people seeing both Indians
andchinese film,26 people seeing chinese and US based film.3 people seeing both the 3 films.
1.how many people seeing only indians film?
2.how many people seeing both chinese and US based film?
like this i dont know exact datas for thius question.
Second question also from venn diagram.
so you must solve htese type question quickly.

and in this section also having following type question.
IF $ REPRESENTS 1,* REPRESENTS 0 THEN
1.15*(AVERAGE OF 8,22,16) REPRESENTS-----  LIKE THAT 5 QUESTIONS.
then cube problem one will be come.

the datasufficiency question 5 will be come you can solve these question easily.
for me question is.
eligibility criteria for joining the institution is
1.they must have graduation of M>Sc.
2. they must worked in any computer company.
3.their residence will b within the 3km from the institution.
the candidate must fulfill this criteria only joined except.
1.the student having any degree and they having electronics knowledge they will be handover to
manager.



like this they giving 4 choice you can esily do this quickly
third section Attention Ability:

in this section question maily like this
A.IF THE THREE SETS OF NUMBERS ARE EXACTLY ALIKE
B.IF THE FIRST AND SECOND NUMBERS ARE EXACTLY ALIKE
C.IF THE FIRST AND THIRD  NUMBERS ARE EXACTLY ALIKE
D.ALL ARE DIFFERENT
1. 23455622                   23455623                   23456355
2.234.26535                   234.26535                  234.26535
and IF + IS *,- IS /,* IS +, / IS - THEN (5 QUESTIONS)
12+45-26*67/76=35 from the following answer which one is true? like this question we want to
check all the choice so fast is very impostant.
and Addtion:O subtraction:S Multiplication : A Division : C
equal: Z greater than: X  less than: S then
1A3S5C5O9X10 like this 4 choice which one is true? like this 5 Questions will come this question
also want fast solving skill.

fourth section is C and DataStructure:
here mainly question come from pointers and stack quesues and graphs and file concept.
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